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Abstract
The efficiency of parallel iterative methods for solving linear systems, arising from reallife applications, depends greatly on matrix characteristics and on the amount of parallel
overhead. It is often viewed that a major part of this overhead can be caused by parallel
matrix-vector multiplications. However, for difficult large linear systems, the preconditioning operations needed to accelerate convergence are to be performed in parallel and may also
incur substantial overhead. To obtain an efficient preconditioning, it is desirable to consider
certain matrix numerical properties in the matrix partitioning process.
In general, graph partitioners consider the nonzero structure of a matrix to balance the
number of unknowns and to decrease communication volume among parts. The present
work builds upon hypergraph partitioning techniques because of their ability to handle nonsymmetric and irregular structured matrices and because they correctly minimize communication volume. First, several hyperedge weight schemes are proposed to account for the
numerical matrix property called diagonal dominance of rows and columns. Then, an algorithm for the independent partitioning of certain submatrices followed by the matching of the
obtained parts is presented in detail along with a proof that it correctly minimizes the total
communication volume. For the proposed variants of hypergraph partitioning models, numerical experiments compare the iterations to converge, investigate the diagonal dominance of
the obtained parts, and show the values of the partitioning cost functions.

1 Introduction
Although iterative linear system solution techniques require relatively little effort to parallelize,
achieving good performance may not be straightforward. Of particular importance for the performance are the matrix-vector product and the quality of the preconditioner. While the structure of
the sparse matrix governs the former, the latter is heavily based on the matrix numerical properties
and affects the convergence behavior of the iterative method. Conversely, both factors depend on
how the sparse matrix is partitioned, which, in general, is dictated by a graph partitioning algorithm employed and by the representation of a matrix in a graph form.
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The first step in representing the pattern of a matrix is often to symmetrize it, so that an
undirected graph is obtained Then, each equation and corresponding unknown is represented by
a vertex and each nonzero entry is represented by an edge between the vertices it couples. This
“symmetric” graph representation is widely used by a variety of graph partitioners, such as Chaco
[21], Distributed Set Expansion (DSE) [34], and MeTiS [23]. By attempting to minimize edge
cuts, these algorithms may reduce the length of the boundary part but not necessarily the number
of communications, as shown, e.g., in [19]. This could be detrimental to the parallel overhead
since establishing an extra communication is typically more expensive than exchanging larger
volumes of data at once.
Bipartite graph [19] and hypergraph [8] models have become common tools to partition general sparse matrices. These models can represent non-symmetric matrices and can produce nonsymmetric partitions, e.g., a different partition for the rows (equations) and columns (unknowns).
Traditionally, the corresponding partitioning techniques target minimizing communication overhead while maintaining load balance during parallel execution of communication-intensive (fine
grain) computations such as matrix-vector multiplies, which has been studied in [8, 44].
The effect of the hypergraph partitioning on the convergence of iterative methods, however,
is more difficult to capture. This task requires considering not only the sparsity pattern of a matrix,
but also its numerical properties. In particular, parallel preconditioning depends greatly on the numerical properties of the partitioned matrix. For example, the simplest parallel preconditioning,
Additive Schwarz without overlap incurs no extra communications but may require a certain solution accuracy in the linear sub-system solution phase. On the other hand, in more complex parallel
preconditionings, such as incomplete LU (ILU) , the parallel overhead is also due to the communications of matrix data exchange and to possible load imbalances caused by fill-in. Thus, the
communication cost and load balancing are still important for parallel preconditioning. It should
be noted that, while the communication cost per iteration stays the same, the total communication
cost increases with the number of iterations. Therefore, an efficient preconditioner reduces parallel
overhead overall by decreasing the number of iterations to convergence.
To the best of out knowledge, only Duff et al. [16] use hypergraph partitioning to obtain effective parallel preconditioners. They first reorder the matrix to increase the weight of the diagonal
and scale the matrix. Then the following three steps are applied: (1) sparsify the input matrix by
dropping nonzeros of magnitude smaller than a tolerance value; (2) apply hypergraph partitioning
to the sparsified matrix; (3) construct a preconditioner corresponding to the diagonal blocks resulting from the hypergraph partitioning. These steps are repeated for a range of tolerance values,
and at the end, the partition that maximizes the relative Frobenius norm of the preconditioner is
used to partition the matrix and hence to build the parallel preconditioner. In a parallel computing
environment, the total communication volume during the matrix-vector multiply operations with
the coefficient matrix may be large, since the hypergraph partitioning does not have any control on
the possible communication due to the dropped nonzeros. Another way to target effective parallel
preconditioning might be to add an additional constraint to a hypergraph partitioning algorithm.
However, as Pinar and Hendrickson point out in [29], partitioning for some complex objectives
cannot, in general, be done by a single partitioning. Most of the time, the complex objective cannot
be evaluated before partitioning takes place. They suggest partitioning first for a simple objective
and then try to optimize the other(s) in a distinct phase. In the case of partitioning for preconditioiner quality, combining two constraints, structural and preconditioiner balances, may render the
partitions sub-optimal, such that neither constraint is properly satisfied. For example, a few extra
vertices in a part may spike the matrix-vector multiply operation count in that part. Similarly, an
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exchange of just a few vertices among parts may improve the uniformity of the preconditioner.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview of commonly used parallel
preconditioning techniques is given along with relating matrix reordering to the preconditioner
performance. Section 3 describes the proposed hypergraph partitioning techniques to construct
parallel preconditioners, while the numerical experiments are given in Section 4.

2 Parallel preconditioning strategies
Consider a linear system
Ax = b,
where A is a general sparse n × n matrix, b is the right-hand side vector, and x is the solution vector. An iterative process may be used to obtain x with a certain (given) accuracy. The reduction in
the residual r = b − Ax norm is used to monitor the convergence of the iterative method. Preconditioning plays an important role in iterative convergence process. For difficult (ill-conditioned)
linear systems, preconditioning may be the only hope in obtaining the solution. Thus, much effort
is spent on finding a good preconditioiner given a linear system. In parallel environments, the
full spectrum of techniques used in sequential preconditioning may not be practical since many
of these techniques are based on incomplete matrix factorization of the entire matrix and are often constructed “on-the-fly” as the factorization progresses. The sheer amount of communication
during this process would dominate the parallel overhead. On the other hand, due to the increased
processing power, an inexpensive parallel preconditioning, such as Additive Schwarz as shown in
Algorithm 2.1 (see, e.g., [31]) , becomes attractive if it leads to a residual norm reduction, albeit
in a large number of iterations. This preconditioner requires a solve for the local system which
couples the local unknowns only. To improve convergence, Additive Schwarz with overlap [39]
may be exploited, such that each subdomain i includes a layer of variables also owned by some
neighboring . After solving the local systems, the overlapping variables which are repeated are
often averaged in some ways to reach consistency. Restrictive Additive Schwarz (RAS) [6] is a
better approach in which, after the local solve, any overlapped variable is simply ignored, so the
local subdomain keeps only its own part and discards the rest. This apparently unnatural procedure
results in excellent gains in the number of iterations needed to converge, see [6] for details.
A LGORITHM 2.1. Additive Schwarz in subdomain i
1. Update local residual ri = (b − Ax)i .
2. Solve Ai δi = ri .
3. Update local solution xi = xi + δi .
When the number of iterations to convergence becomes large with Additive Schwarz, more
sophisticated preconditioning techniques may be considered. In particular, distributed Schur Complement (dSC) techniques [33] often lead to superior convergence properties while retaining good
parallelism. Briefly, the dSC techniques are more effective than their standard Additive Schwarz
counterparts because, in contrast with Additive Schwarz, they attempt to solve a smaller global
system which only couples local and remote unknowns from neighboring subdomains. This solve
is preceded by a communication phase, which is akin to the one used in the matrix-vector multiply to exchange values for the boundary unknowns. Thus, dSC techniques incur larger parallel
overhead compared with the related Additive Schwarz procedure from which it is derived. The
details of the dSC construction may be found in [33] and their implementation in the vertex-based
row-wise partitioning in [35].
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Distributed Schur complement and Additive Schwarz preconditioners are both based on the
incomplete LU factorization of the matrix Ai which is local to subdomain i, i = 1, . . . , K. For
ill-conditioned linear systems, the incomplete factorizations may be inaccurate in the sense that
kAi − Li Ui k is not small, or unstable, in the sense that k(Li Ui )−1 k is huge. In [11], a strong
correlation between instability of the preconditioner and the size of E = log (k(LU )−1 kinf ) is
shown, and this is suggested as a practical means of gauging the quality of a preconditioner. This
rough measure of instability can be inexpensively computed as E = log (k(LU )−1 ek1 ), where
e is a vector of all ones and LU is a product of incomplete LU factors of A. For distributed
preconditioners, a per subdomain value Ei is considered as Ei = log (k(Li Ui )−1 ei k1 ), where Li
and Ui are the incomplete factors local to subdomain i [40].

2.1

Nonsymmetric permutations: diagonal dominance PQ orderings

In recent years, a number of new reordering strategies have been designed to improve the robustness of preconditioning techniques. A major distinction between these strategies and classical ones
is that they sacrifice symmetry in the reorderings, i.e., they reorder rows and columns differently.
For problems arising from partial differential equations, this is usually considered a poor idea.
However, in cases of extreme indefiniteness, these techniques can be of great help. Recent papers
[14, 15, 32] indicate that these methods can lead to significant improvements in the preconditioner
robustness. The code MC64 [14, 15] performs a one-sided permutation of the columns (or rows)
of A in a preprocessing stage. The leading criterion used here is that the column permutation q
should be such that
n
Y
|ai,q(i) | is maximized.
i=1

This follows work by Olschowska and Neumaier [28] who initially developed this strategy as a
means of avoiding pivoting in Gaussian elimination. These authors translate the above optimization problem into
h
i
(
n
ka k
X
log |a:,jij |∞
if aij 6= 0
ci,q(i) with cij =
min
q
+∞
else.
i=1
Once this problem is solved resulting in a permutation, an ILU factorization is performed on the
permuted matrix usually yielding a more stable preconditioner.
In [32] a dynamic procedure was advocated instead of this static approach. The technique
referred to as diagonal dominance PQ orderings (ddPQ orderings) is based on a simple strategy
which uses the ARMS preconditioner framework [36] to extract 2-sided permutations (P for rows
and Q for columns). In the following we summarize the procedure. Details can be found in [32].
The main idea is to generalize the ARMS ordering by using 2-sided permutations. So, the matrix
A is permuted (on both sides) and the resulting matrix has following block structure:


B F
T
P AQ =
.
(1)
E C
No particular structure is assumed for the B block. Instead, the pair of permutations P, Q is
selected so that the B block has the “most diagonally dominant” rows and few nonzero elements
(to reduce fill-in). This principle can now be carried to a multilevel framework of ARMS. As
in ARMS, at the l-th level we reorder matrix as shown above and then we carry out the block
factorization “approximately”
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Note that the motivation for this strategy is that it is critical to have an accurate and wellconditioned B block, see [4, 5]. The case when B is of dimension 1 corresponds to an inexpensive
form of a complete pivoting ILU. The procedure can therefore be viewed from the angle of a
incomplete LU factorization with complete pivoting.
Let pi and qi , 1 ≤ pi , qi ≤ n be matrix row and column numbers, respectively. Define a
matching set M = {(pi , qi ) | pi 6= pj , and qi 6= qj , ∀j 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . , nM and nM ≤ n}. In
the case when the number of pairs nM = n, we have a (full) permutation pair (P, Q). A partial
matching set can be easily completed into a full pair (P, Q) by a greedy approach. Algorithm 2.2
presents the three stages to find the PQ ordering.
A LGORITHM 2.2. PQ ordering construction
1. Preselection: Filter out poor rows (in the sense of diagonal dominance).
The nodes are sorted—in descending order—
according to an inexpensive priority rule
for consideration in the next phase.
2. Matching: Scan the candidate entries in order given by preselection;
Accept them into set M, or reject them.
3. Completion: Complete the matching set into a complete pair (P, Q)
by a greedy algorithm.
Once the PQ ordering is constructed, the matrix in (1) is re-ordered, and the C block corresponds to the rejected nodes. Next, the factorization (2) is performed and the process is repeated
recursively on the Schur complement. There are many possible variants for all three stages in
Algorithm 2.2.
We now mention a few of the choices used for the diagonal dominance criterion. These are
used in the preselection as well as in the matching phases. For example, in the preselection, one
can decide to sort entries aij according to the scalars:
ρij =

|aij |
,
kai,: k1

where kai,: k1 is the 1-norm of the row i, following the Matlab notation. If aij is permuted into a
diagonal entry, then ρij would represent a diagonal dominance strength of this entry. In particular,
if ρij > 1/2, then the row would become strictly diagonally dominant. Sorting all the entries
by diagonal dominance has the major weakness that it does not take into consideration potential
fill-in. For this reason, the criterion is often altered by multiplying the denominator by the number
of nonzero entries in the row:
|aij |
ρij =
.
kai,: k1 × nnz(ai,: )
Finally, it is clear that column diagonal dominance can be used instead of row diagonal dominance.
One can also combine the two.
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Figure 1: Column-net hypergraph representation

3 Hypergraph partitioning models
To represent a sparse n × n matrix A, we use a column-net hypergraph model proposed in [8].
They define hypergraph G = (V, H), where V = {v1 , . . . , vn } is the set of vertices representing
the matrix rows and H = {h1 , . . . , hn } is the set of hyperedges representing the columns, such
that hj contains the vertices {vi | aij ∈ A and i = 1, . . . , n}. Figure 1 shows a sample matrix
and the associated column-net hypergraph model, in which the vertices are shown with circles and
hyperedges as lines connecting to the vertices. In the column-net hypergraph model, weights can
be associated with the vertices and hyperedges.
Π = {V1 , V2 , . . . , VK } is a K-way partition of the vertex set if
V = ∪K
i=1 Vi

and Vi ∩ Vj = ∅

∀i, j, such that i 6= j.

In Π, the connectivity set Λj of an hyperedge hj is the set of parts in which hj has vertices. The
connectivity λj of a hyperedge hj is the cardinality of Λj . A hyperedge hj is said to be cut if
λj > 1. For example, if in Figure 1(b) V1 = {1, 3, 4} and V2 = {2, 5, 6} then the hyperedge h6
has connectivity two and hence it is a cut hyperedge, while hyperedge h1 has connectivity one.
In hypergraph partitioning problem, the objective is to minimize the cutsize CΠ which may
be defined in several ways using the weight cj of hyperedge hj :
C(Π) ≡ C λ (Π) =

X

cj (λj − 1)

or C(Π) ≡ C c (Π) =

j∈H

X

cj .

(3)

j∈H,λj >1

These two objective functions are widely used in the VLSI community [26] and also in the scientific computing community (see for example [2, 8, 41, 44, 3]). The partitioning constraint is
to satisfy a balancing constraint on part weights. Typically the weight of a part is the sum of the
weights of vertices in that part in partition Π. A variant of this problem is the multi-constraint hypergraph partitioning [10, 25] in which each vertex has a vector of weights associated with it. The
objective is the same as in (3), and the partitioning constraint is to satisfy a balancing constraint
associated with each weight.
A distinct advantage of the hypergraph models over the standard and bipartite graph models
is that the partitioning objective of minimizing C λ (Π) is an exact measure of the total communication volume, whereas the objective in the graph models is an approximation [8, 18, 19, 20]. The
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hypergraph models are said to be more expressive than the traditional graph models as they can
produce non-symmetric partitions [8, 18, 19, 20] and can represent more involved computational
dependencies [42, 43], e.g., successive matrix-vector multiplies.
There are two common approaches to define the vertex weights. The first one sets the weight
of the vertex vi to be equal to the number of nonzeros in the ith row of the matrix. This approach
aims to achieve load balance among processors for the matrix-vector multiply operations. The
second one sets a unit weight for each vertex. This approach aims to achieve the balance on the
number of unknowns per processor. For preconditioning, neither of these two approaches necessarily lead to balanced workload, mainly because the amount of computations in preconditioning
depends much on the numerical values of the matrix nonzeros.
In the rest of this section, we investigate three hypergraph based matrix partitioning methods.
They target better parallel preconditioners and load balancing of preconditioner operations. As is
customary in scientific computing community, we are interested in K-way partitioning of the matrices, where K is the number of processors, such that the ith part is assigned to the ith processors.
In Section 3.1, we present schemes with weights on hyperedges in an attempt to favor a certain
type of hyperedges during partitioning. In Section 3.2, we investigate two different partitioning
techniques which try to balance the difficulty of local subsystems.

3.1

Assigning hyperedge weights

Weights on hyperedges and/or on vertices may play an important role in using hypergraph partitioning to construct a good preconditioning. In particular, incorporating specific numerical properties, such as diagonal dominance, into hypergraph models may prove beneficial. Consider a
weighted version Gw = (V, H, Wv , Wh ) of the hypergraph G defined earlier, in which Wv is the
set of vertex weights and Wh is the set of hyperedge weights.
The weight wj of the hyperedge hj is based on the notion of weak diagonal dominance in a
relative sense. Define
ajj
τj
τj =
and τj0 =
.
ka:j k1
maxi |τi |
Column j (the hyperedge hj ) is deemed sufficiently diagonally dominant (denoted as D) if τj0 ≥
∆, where 0 < ∆ ≤ 1.0. For example, in Figure 1, the D hyperedges might be h1 , h3 , h4 , and h6
(light-colored), whereas D̃ might be h2 and h5 (dark-colored) based on some ∆.
We have explored different weight schemes in which either D or D̃ hyperedges are heavily
weighted to tune the partitioning algorithms to favor D or D̃ hyperedges, respectively. In the former case, when the D hyperedges are to be kept in the same partition, a local submatrix will exhibit
better weak diagonal-dominance. This is beneficial for solving local systems when constructing
distributed preconditioning, such as Additive Schwarz. In the latter case, when the partitioner
attempts to keep the D̃ hyperedges in the same partition, the interfaces may contain diagonaldominant columns, i.e., columns with small off-diagonal matrix entries. Thus, when these entries
are disregarded or not fully considered in preconditioning, the information and accuracy loss may
be tolerable.
Two weight schemes have been tried—one emphasizing the balance between the cardinality
of the hyperedge and its magnitude and the other considering directly the relative weak diagonal
dominance τ 0 of the hyperedge. They are denoted Whs and Whτ , respectively, and defined as
follows.
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Definition 3.1. A hyperedge hj is assigned a weight wjs ∈ Whs , where
(
wjs

=

1, 000
1

P

vi ∈hj

|vi |/|hj | if hj is D (D̃);
otherwise.

Definition 3.2. A hyperedge hj is assigned a weight wjτ ∈ Whτ , where
wjτ

3.2


=

1, 000τ 0 if hj is D (D̃);
1
otherwise.

Separate partitioning techniques

It may be observed that, in general, irregular-structured matrices do not exhibit good diagonaldominance of rows or columns. Thus, both D and D̃ hyperedges may be present in a matrix
hypergraph, although the precise ratio of the D and D̃ hyperedges depends on the user-supplied
value of ∆ when relative weak diagonal dominance τ 0 is considered. For the weight schemes
Whs and Whτ , it may happen that some processors contain significantly more hyperedges of a
certain type than others do so. Thus, some local system solvers will work harder than others,
lagging behind in time and/or accuracy and creating preconditioner workload imbalance. We
propose distributing the D and D̃ hyperedges among processors evenly in an attempt to avoid
the varying difficulty among local systems. We consider two approaches. One uses a multiconstraint hypergraph partitioning tool as black-box, the other decomposes the problem into two
sub-problems and then combines the solutions. Both approaches assume a 2 × 2 block structure
on the coefficient matrix A


Add Adσ
ABL =
.
(4)
Aσd Aσσ
The block structure is obtained by symmetrically permuting the matrix A, such that the D
columns precede the D̃ ones (due to symmetrical permutation the rows corresponding to the D
columns precede the rows corresponding to the D̃ columns). In other words, the submatrix Add
contains all nonzeros aij where columns i and j are D. Likewise, Aσσ contains all nonzeros aij
where columns i and j are D̃. The submatrices Adσ and Aσd contain nonzeros aij where either
the column i or j is D.
3.2.1 A multi-constraint formulation
In this approach, we use the column-net hypergraph model [8] with a two-constraint formulation.
For each vertex vi , the weight vector h1, 0i is used if the corresponding row i is in the first row
block of ABL (4), otherwise the weight vector h0, 1i is used. Partitioning the hypergraph into
K parts will minimize the total communication volume in the matrix-vector multiplies with the
coefficient matrix A. Maintaining balance on the part weights in terms of the both weights of
the vertices will achieve balance on the number of unknowns per processor and also the number of rows corresponding to D and D̃ columns per processor. Furthermore, if the rows have
almost equal number of nonzeros, then this approach will likely achieve computational load balance among the processors for the matrix-vector multiply operations. Note that the weight scheme
proposed in Section 3.1 can also be used.
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3.2.2 Independent partitioning followed by matching
The state-of-the-art methods for standard graph and hypergraph partitioning problem do not perform equally well under the multi-constraint formulation. For example, in recursive bisection
based approaches, the cutsize of a two-constraint partitioning is 20% to 30% worse than that of
the standard partitioning of the same graph [24, 45] and hypergraph [1, 43]. A direct K-way hypergraph partitioning method is proposed in [1] which performs considerably better than recursive
bisection based approaches in multi-constraint formulation. However, the cutsize in two-constraint
partitioning still lags behind that of the standard partitioning by about 10%.
In the proposed method, we partition the rows corresponding to D and D̃ columns independently. For this purpose, we use the column net hypergraph models Gdd and Gσσ of the
submatrices Add and Aσσ (see (4)), respectively. We partition these two hypergraphs into K parts
as Πd = {d1 , . . . , dK } and Πσ = {σ1 , . . . , σK }, respectively, with the objective of minimizing
the C λ (Π). If the matrix ABL has zeros in the main diagonal, we modify the hyperedges in Gdd
and Gσσ to contain the corresponding row vertices. This is a common practice [8, 42, 44] which
guarantees that the cutsizes C λ (Πd ) and C λ (Πσ ) correspond exactly to the volume of communication regarding Add and Aσσ . Each processor will be assigned a part from each partition, e.g., a
set of rows corresponding to D columns and a set of rows corresponding to D̃ columns. Note that
since the two K-way partitions maintain balance on part weights, this approach will achieve (per
processor) balance on the number unknowns and also on the number of D and D̃ columns, after
the parts are matched.
In matching a pair of row parts, one from Πd and the other from Πσ , the total volume of
communication in matrix-vector multiplications needs to be minimized. Specifically, the proposed
method tries to minimize the total volume of communication using a divide-and-conquer approach.
Firstly, it addresses the volume of communication within the submatrices Add and Aσσ , secondly,
combines the solutions to address the total volume of communication. A matching problem of the
same kind arises in a different context [1], where the problem is formulated as a maximum weight
bipartite matching problem. Here, we provide yet another formulation based on the minimum
weight perfect matching in bipartite graphs—also known as the assignment problem.
Algorithm 3.1 outlines the process, denoted IPM, of the independent partitioning followed
by matching. We define an edge-weighted complete bipartite graph GB = (Πd , Πσ , E, Ω) (line 5
of Algorithm 3.1), where Πd = {d1 , . . . , dK } and Πσ = {σ1 , . . . , σK } represent the sets of parts
in the corresponding vertex partitions Πd and Πσ ; E = Πd × Πσ is the set of all possible edges.
Ω is the set of edge weights resulted from the AssignEdgeWeights procedure (line 4) as follows.
A LGORITHM 3.1. IPM: Independent Partitioning and Matching
1. Gdd ← column-net hypergraph of Add
Gσσ ← column-net hypergraph of Aσσ
2. Πd = {d1 , . . . , dK } ← partition(Gdd , K)
Πσ = {σ1 , . . . , σK } ← partition(Gσσ , K)
3. Compute Λd (j) and Λσ (j) for all columns j
4. Ω ← AssignEdgeWeights(Πd , Λd , Πσ , Λσ , d, σ, A)
5. Define GB = (Πd , Πσ , E, Ω).
6. M ← a minimum weight perfect matching in GB
7. for each hdk , σ` i ∈ M (GB ) assign the corresponding
rows to processor Pk .
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Figure 2: (a) Four-way row-wise partitions (solid lines) Πd = {d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 } and Πσ = {σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , σ4 } on Add and
Aσσ . The row-wise partitions are shown with horizontal solid lines. These partitions are extended into the blocks Adσ
and Aσd and shown with horizontal dotted lines. Column partitions conforming to the row-wise partitions are shown
with vertical dotted lines. The column j of type D has connectivities Λd (j) = {d2 , d3 } and Λσ (j) = {σ1 , σ3 , σ4 }.
(b) The bipartite graph GB = (Πd , Πσ , E, Ω). For the column j, the displayed edges lines bear a unit weight.

Initially, all the edge weights, ω(k, `) ∈ Ω; for all k ∈ Πd and ` ∈ Πσ are zero. Then
AssignEdgeWeights processes the columns of type D followed by the columns of type D̃ using
UpdateEdgeWeights Algorithm 3.2 in each case. Consider, for example, the D columns. For
each column j ∈ D having nonzeros in Aσd , let πd (j) denote the part in partition Πd to which
the corresponding row i belongs. Let Λd (j) and Λσ (j) denote, respectively, the sets of parts
connected by hyperedge hj (column j) according to the partitions Πd and Πσ . Note that πd (j) ∈
Λd (j) due to the condition vj ∈ hj (i.e., zero-free diagonal assumption). Note also that the
column j does not appear as a hyperedge in the hypergraph Gσσ , and hence the connectivity set
Λσ (j) of hyperedge hj according to the partition Πσ , is computed with respect to the row-wise
partition on Aσd induced by the partition Πσ . For each part pair (dk , σ` ), where dk ∈ Πd \ Λd (j)
and σ` ∈ Λσ (j), we add one to the weight of the edge (dk , σ` ) ∈ E. The rationale is that
a part not connected by hyperedge hj in Πd necessitates an additional unit of communication if
matched to a part connected by hyperedge hj under the partition Πσ , i.e., a part having nonzeros in
column j in the submatrix Adσ . Figure 2 illustrates these points on a partially shown hypothetical
matrix. Consider the column j in Figure 2(a). Assume that its corresponding row j is in d3 , e.g.,
πd (j) = d3 , and that j has connectivity sets Λd (j) = {d2 , d3 } and Λσ (j) = {σ1 , σ3 , σ4 }. Since
Πd \ Λd (j) = {d1 , d4 }, it contributes one to the weights of the displayed edges (Figure 2(b)), e.g.,
to the edges belonging to the set {d1 , d4 } × {σ1 , σ3 , σ4 } ∈ E.
A LGORITHM 3.2. UpdateEdgeWeights(Ω, Πd , Λd , Πσ , Λσ , T, O, A)
1. for each column j of type T, j ∩ AOT 6= 0
2.
if T = d then
Sd ← Πd \ Λd (j) ; Sσ ← Λσ (j)
3.
else
Sd ← Λd (j) ; Sσ ← Πσ \ Λσ (j)
4.
for each (dk , σ` ) ∈ Sd × Sσ
5.
ω(dk , σ` ) ← ω(dk , σ` ) + 1
Recall that C λ (Πd ) and C λ (Πσ ) denote, respectively, the cutsize of the partitions of the
hypergraphs Gdd and Gσσ . Let CB (M ) denote the cost of a minimum weight perfect matching
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M in the bipartite graph GB described above. Then we have the following theorem establishing
the relation among the total communication volume and these three quantities.
Theorem 3.1. Total volume of communication in matrix-vector multiplies with A is equal to
C λ (Πd ) + C λ (Πσ ) + CB (M ).
Proof: Consider a column whose nonzeros are confined within Add or Aσσ . Then the communication volume regarding the associated vector entry is encapsulated in the cutsize of the corresponding hypergraph partitioning, and no edge in GB is assigned a weight due to that column.
For the columns having nonzeros in Adσ or Aσd (each column has at least one nonzero in either
Add or Aσσ due to zero-free diagonal assumption), we discuss only the D columns—D̃ columns
can be treated similarly.
Consider a column j of type D having nonzeros in Add and Aσd . We need to show that
messages that are sent by the processor Pπd (j) regarding the vector entry xj are accounted for.
Consider a pair of parts hdk , σ` i matched by the bipartite matching algorithm where dk 6= πd (j).
The processor Pπd (j) sends a message to the processor Pk corresponding to hdk , σ` i iff dk ∈ Λd (j)
or σ` ∈ Λσ (j). If dk ∈ Λd (j), then by the definition of the edge weights, the edge (dk , σ` ) ∈ E
does not bear a weight corresponding to j, regardless of σ` being in Λσ (j) or not because the
cost of sending xj from Pπd (j) to Pk is included in C λ (Πdd ). If dk ∈
/ Λd (j), but σ` ∈ Λσ (j),
then the communication volume of sending xj from Pπd (j) to Pk is not included in C λ (Πdd ). By
the definition of the edge weights, the edge (dk , σ` ) ∈ E bears a unit weight for the column j.
Therefore, the cost of sending xj from Pπd (j) to the processor Pk is included in the weight of the
matching in the bipartite graph. Q.E.D.
To see how the theorem works, consider again Figure 2 and assume that M = {hdi , σi i :
i = 1, . . . , 4} is a minimum weight perfect matching in the bipartite graph GB . Namely, for
i = 1, . . . , 4, the processor Pi holds the row blocks di and σi . Consider the column j such that
πd (j) = d3 , Λd (j) = {d2 , d3 }, and Λσ (j) = {σ1 , σ3 , σ4 }. The contribution of the column j to
the cost of the matching M is two units: one for the edge (d1 , σ1 ) and 1 for the edge (d4 , σ4 ).
Processor P3 has to send xj to processors P1 (due to σ1 ), P2 (due to d2 ), and P4 (due to σ4 ). The
volume of send operation from P3 to P2 is captured by C λ (Πd ) since d2 ∈ Λd (j). The volumes of
send operations from P3 to P1 and P4 are captured by the weights of the matching edges (d1 , σ1 )
and (d4 , σ4 ), respectively.

4 Numerical experiments
The test matrices are shown in Table 1. They originate from semiconductor device simulation and
are provided in the University of Florida sparse matrix collection by O. Schenk. The four matrices
are rather representative of the whole matrix suite coming from the DESSIS simulator [17]. Their
sizes, numbers of nonzeros, and problem dimensionality are shown in columns n, nnz, and dim,
respectively. The column Dr;c shows the percentages of the D rows and columns, respectively, as
reported by the info routine from SPARSKIT [30]. The estimated condition numbers (column
condest) have been reported first in [38], in which they have been computed using the MC71
algorithm [22] with the direct solver PARDISO [37]. Since these matrices are very ill-conditioned,
they appear not manageable by off-the-shelf preconditioned iterative methods and direct solvers, as
shown in [38] for a few sequential implementations, and may require preprocessing. In particular,
the authors of [38] have employed a pre-ordering Pr of the unknowns of A to maximize the
product of the diagonal values of Pr A followed by proper scaling. Consecutively, the condition
number has been reduced and the diagonal dominance of rows and columns has increased. Note
11

Table 1: Matrix characteristics

Matrix
igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

n
10,938
27,628
103,430
125,329

nnz
234,006
442,898
2,121,550
2,678,750

dim
3D
2D
3D
3D

condest
4.74e19
6.46e19
3.08e23
3.48e22

Dr;c , %
4 ; 26
49 ; 43
35 ; 11
63 ; 58

Figure 3: Symmetric partitioner and MC64 with scaling may lead to convergence

that this reordering is also implemented as MC64 algorithm in the HSL collection [22], with
which we have also experimented. For parallel iterative methods, MC64 with scaling (MPDS)
has lead to convergence when the symmetric partitioning MeTiS [23] has been used. Figure 3
shows the number of outer iterations for the MeTiS MPDS combination as compared with the
performance for the non-weighted hypergraph GH . Note that no convergence has been observed
with MeTiS otherwise. The results of applying MPDS to hypergraph partitioning were not as
dramatic, however, and did not show radical improvement in the convergence process. To better
study the effects of our partitioning schemes, we opted not to preprocess with MPDS, which may
also be prohibitively expensive for large-scale matrices and less expensive procedures, such as
ddPQ [32], could be used. The linear system tested have been scaled by 2-norms of rows followed
by 2-norms of columns.
The experiments were performed on NERSC computer resources 1 using PaToH [9] hypergraph partitioner, which implements partitioning sequentially and thus has some limitations on
the matrix size. To perform truly large-scale tests, a new Zoltan [12] hypergraph partitioning is
already available [13] and will be used in our future work. We have used the default choices for
most settings in PaToH partitioning except that the partitioning of superior quality QUALITY was
asked and both cost objective functions C λ (Π) and C c (Π) (Equation (3)) were considered. For
our two-constraint formulation (denoted as MC), the PaToH MultiConst Partition function has been employed with default settings but except for the for coarsening algorithm, which
ew set to the agglomerated version of the heavy connectivity matching (HCC) [9]. Note that in
1

The NERSC IBM SP RS/6000, named Seaborg, is a distributed memory computer with 380 compute nodes with
16 processors per node. Each processor has a peak performance of 1.5 GFlops. The nodes having 16GBytes of shared
memory were used.
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PaToH many parameter choices are based on randomized algorithms, e.g., the default for initial
partitioning parameter is a greedy algorithm starting with a randomly selected vertex. Thus, we
have run all the experiments several times. Since no changes have been observed in the outer iteration numbers and the difference in the cutsize amounted to no more than 4%, the results presented
in this Section are not averaged over all the runs.
To solve the distributed linear systems, the pARMS library [27] was employed. In particular, we have utilized its implementations of Additive Schwarz and distributed Schur complement preconditionings. Flexible GMRES [31] (FGMRES) was taken as iterative accelerator with
the Krylov subspace of size twenty and two different convergence tolerances t1 = 10−7 and
t2 = 10−4 . The following list displays the preconditioner settings along with their shorthand
names:
• add ilut is non-overlapping Additive Schwarz procedure, with local incomplete LU with
dual-threshold (ILUT) [31] on subdomains with fill-in parameter 60, dropping tolerance
10−3 , with and without five inner iterations,
• lsch ilut is distributed Schur complement technique (dSC) [33] with ILUT as factorization used for local submatrices using the same settings as in add ilut. This preconditioner
is equivalent to the Additive Schwarz preconditioner on the Schur complement system.

4.1

Overall comparison of partitioning strategies

For two variations of the weight schemes (columns Whŝ and Whs̄ ), the IPM algorithm (column
IPM), the two-constraint partitioning (column MC), and the non-weighted standard hypergraph
partitioning (column nW), Table 2 compares the outer iteration numbers to converge (columns IO )
and the preconditioner stability (columns E) when add ilut is used without overlap and having
no inner iterations. The maximum number of iterations allowed was 700 with the convergence
tolerance of t1 = 10−7 . The partitioning threshold ∆ was set to 0.8, and the results shown are
the best among the two objective functions C λ (Π) and C c (Π) for each case. The smallest number
of iterations is highlighted in bold face for each matrix/processor combination. Observe that nW
has failed to converge for matrix new 3 on 12 processors and MC has performed poorly in
most cases. The MC results were not obtained on 12 processors because PaToH MultiConst
partitions only into the power of two number of parts. There is also no capability to use weights
with PaToH MultiConst.
For large processor numbers, it becomes difficult for the simple Additive Schwarz preconditioning to produce convergence (see [39], e.g.) even with a sophisticated partitioning algorithm.
A remedy might be to use a variant of distributed Schur Complement (dSC). Table 3 presents the
results for the 32-processor experiment set-up similar to the one shown in Table 2 except that it
uses the dSC, lsch ilut, with five inner iterations as preconditioiner. For even larger processor
numbers, larger matrices need to be considered, which we did not pursue in this initial study of
the proposed algorithms. It may be observed in Table 3 that the proposed algorithms show an
improvement in the outer iterations over the performance of nW. An exception is the convergence
with IPM for the igbt3 problem.

4.2

Tuning weight assignment parameters

The implications for preconditioning caused by either the proposed hypergraph partitioning weight
schemes or by the IPM algorithm depend on the hyperedge separation into D and D̃ types, i.e.,
on the comparison of the relative diagonal dominance τ 0 with the threshold ∆ for each hyperedge.
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Table 2: Comparison of outer iterations for various partitioning strategies with ∆ = 0.8.

Matrix

Whŝ

nW
IO

E

igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

151
339
167
328

4.7
4.24
3.21
3.86

igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

408
466
227
379

4.5
4.24
3.13
3.41

igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

196
507
216
700

4.43
3.78
3.21
2.82

Whs̄

IO
E
IO
E
Four processors
157
4.7 153
4.7
413 4.28 328 4.24
154 3.28 177 3.16
603 3.45 211 3.38
Eight processors
322 4.51 400 4.52
655 4.12 359 4.23
180 3.25 237 3.16
675 3.33 344 3.84
Twelve processors
200 4.43 241 4.48
579 3.77 502 4.17
191 3.23 207 3.16
636
3.3 489 3.82

IPM

MC

IO

E

IO

E

176
211
150
213

4.7
4.22
3.33
3.71

700
330
216
700

4.69
4.22
2.93
3.86

612
356
152
373

4.51
4.23
3.21
3.87

700
700
300
700

5.71
4.22
2.86
3.92

199
450
218
479

4.49
3.97
2.99
3.68

Table 3: 32-processor experiment with distributed Schur Complement preconditioiner

Matrix
igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

nW
IO
122
140
40
113

E
4.06
3.74
3.29
3.47

Whŝ
IO
73
117
37
110

Whs̄

E
4.10
3.75
3.26
3.59
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IO
95
133
42
96

E
4.3
3.75
3.39
3.61

IPM
IO
E
107 4.27
117 4.08
34 3.44
84 3.85

MC
IO
84
180
74
144

E
3.92
3.49
3.53
3.50

Table 4: Varying the threshold ∆ for assigning hyperedge weights. Iteration numbers to converge (left) and ratio of the
D hyperedges to the total size of the corresponding hypergraph (right)

Threshold ∆
.2 .5 .8 .9
Four processors
igbt3
29 63 30 29
2768 bjtcai
58 35 60 60
matrix 9
46 66 47 52
matrix new 3
97 75 58 58
Eight processors
igbt3
37 77 37 34
2768 bjtcai
77 80 59 59
matrix 9
77 71 59 71
matrix new 3
80 92 73 49
Twelve processors
igbt3
71 56 55 53
79 80 64 64
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
89 75 75 75
matrix new 3 110 96 82 67
Matrix

W

C

ŝ
ŝ
ŝ
s̄

λ
λ
λ
λ

ŝ
τ̄
τ̂
τ̄

λ
λ
λ
c

s̄
τ̄
τ̂
s̄

λ
λ
λ
c

Matrix
igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

Ratio of D hyperedges
.2 .5
.8
.9
.86 .29 .0011 .0005
.87 .35
.23
.23
.96 .17
.067
.05
.99 .54
.37
.37

Table 4(left) shows the iteration numbers for the add ilut preconditioner with five inner iterations and FGMRES(20) with t2 for ∆ = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9} (columns 2–5). The weight scheme
is given in column W , where ŝ and s̄ refer to the Whs weight scheme with D and D̃ type hyperedges, respectively, while τ̂ and τ̄ refer to the Whτ weight scheme with D and D̃ type hyperedges,
respectively. Column C shows the partitioning objective considered in each case, such that λ and
c stand for C λ (Π)and C c (Π), respectively.
Although the threshold ∆ may be given as user-defined parameter and obviously depends on
the matrix at hand, the partitioner may be outfitted with a certain pre-set value of ∆, which will
be satisfactory for a large number of matrices. We have investigated several values and observed
that ∆ is sensitive only up to rather broad ranges. In particular, Table 4(right) implies, by proving
the ratios of the number of D hyperedges to the total size of the hypergraph, that the constructed
hypergraphs may be similar for ∆ = 0.8 and ∆ = 0.9 under the same weight schemes. Indeed the
iteration numbers are similar in most cases for these thresholds (Table 4, left). The larger values
of ∆ — those closer to one — provide for a better convergence in most cases. These observations
are similar in spirit to the findings in [32] concerning the non-symmetric reorderings to improve
the preconditioning.

4.3 Hyperedge cutsizes
Both objective functions in (3) may include a weight term as multiplier cost cj . Thus, PaToH
returns the weighted partitioning cost by default. To find out the number of hyperedges cut, PaToH provides a separate function Compute Cut that may be called on the already partitioned
hypergraph with hyperedge weights unset. For 8- and 32-way partitionings, Figures 4 depicts —
as groups of 10 bars — the unweighted hyperedge cutsizes normalized by the test problem size
corresponding to each group. The darker-colored bars represent the cutsizes for the C λ (Π) objective function, whereas the lighter-colored bars are for C c (Π). It may be observed that, as expected,
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Table 5: Different matchings for the bipartite graph GB constructed in the IPM algorithm, when ∆ = 0.5 and
C λ (Π) are used to partition separately hypergraphs Gdd and Gσσ into eight parts. Standard deviations are shown
in columns loc

Matrix
igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

IO
266
57
76
145

min match
loc CB (M )
.0017
5,054
.0026
14,984
.0008
57,779
.0008
84,501

simple match
IO
loc CB (M )
306 .0019
9,417
96 .0021
22,805
94 .0007
69,226
167 .0005 143,542

there are fewer cut hyperedges when the C c (Π) cost is used, and the difference is less pronounced
for smaller problems. According to [8], however, the C λ (Π) (connectivity) objective function
corresponds exactly to the total communication volume. In our experiments, C λ (Π) has lead
to a better preconditioner performance more often as seen in Table 4 and, for the data in Table 3,
C λ (Π) was chosen as best performing in 13 out of 16 entries. Within each bar group, a comparison
of the hyperedge cuts shows that cutsize may be almost equal for the weight schemes (bars 2-9)
and for standard (non-weighted) hypergraph representation (bars 0 and 1) when smaller problems
are considered. The difference grows, however, with lowering the partitioning threshold ∆ from
0.8 to 0.5 (Figures 4(a) and (b), respectively). The same performance is observed for the 32-way
partitionings shown in Figures 4(c) and (d), respectively. For larger problem sizes, the weight
schemes produce more hyperedge cuts in almost all the cases. In the bar groups matrix9 and
matrixNew3, the spiked cutsizes (bars 4 and 8) correspond to the Whŝ and Whτ̂ weight schemes,
i.e., to the weight schemes with D hyperedges being heavy. For the large partitioning threshold
values, there are very few D hyperedges, and thus the partitioner is free to cut a great deal of
hyperedges under the C λ (Π) objective function, which is not the case for C c (Π) (bars 5 and 9).
Consequently, to balance the “preconditioner” and “structural quality” viewpoints, it is better to
use the C c (Π) objective function when the Whŝ and Whτ̂ weight schemes are applied. Lowering
the partitioning threshold ∆ yields more D hyperedges and levels the cut discrepancies but not
enough, especially for Whτ̂ in the matrixNew3 group as seen in Figures 4(a) and (c), bars 8.

4.4 Detailed considerations for the IPM algorithm
The IPM algorithm 3.1 finds minimum weight perfect matching on the bipartite graph GB to
reduce the communication volume among K parts. The ACM TOMS algorithm 548 [7] is considered in our experiments to obtain this matching.
Table 5 provides the results from using this algorithm on GB of size 2K = 16 with different
definitions of the matching cost CB (M ) (column min match). Column simple match gives
the results for a simple matching of parts with the same indices, i.e., the parts di and σi , i =
1, . . . , K are matched. It may be observed that the simple match is inferior to min match
in terms of the number of iterations (columns IO ) and the cost CB (M ). Thus, the objective of
reducing communication volume also benefits convergence by keeping together more strongly
connected D and D̃ parts. Columns loc show the standard deviations (STD) of the sizes of
the local subdomains normalized by the average subdomain size for a given matrix. The average
subdomain size appeared to be the same across all the cost metrics.
In Table 6, columns rDr (rDc ) show the averages over K ratios of D rows (columns) to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Hyperedge cutsizes for various weight schemes and two objective functions C λ (Π) and C c (Π). Darkercolored bars are for C λ (Π) and lighter-colored bars are for C c (Π). In each plot, four groups of bars represent the data
for igbt3, 2768 bjtcai, matrix 9, and matrix new 3, respectively. In a group, the bars are ordered, from 0
to 9, such that each corresponds to a particular weight scheme as follows: Non-weighted (bars 0-1), Whs̄ (bars 2-3), Whŝ
(bars 4-5), Whτ̄ (bars 6-7), and Whτ̂ (bars 8-9). Figures (a) and (b) show the 8-way partitioner results; (c) and (d) show
the 32-way ones, when different thresholds ∆ are used
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Table 6: Comparison of the balances of the D rows and columns when ∆ = 0.5 and C c (Π) are used. Mean values
followed by standard deviations are shown in Columns IPM, nW, and Whs̄

Matrix

IPM
rDr

igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

.32; .0873
.33; .0377
.29; .0206
.56; .0173

igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

.05; .0198
.24; .0106
.06; .0432
.37; .0083

igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

.32; .0807
.55; .0614
.31; .0811
.29; .0648

nW

rDc
rDr
rDc ,
Four processors
.36; .0451 .31; .1109 .28; .0954
.41; .0408 .33; .1431 .37; .1173
.30; .0606 .29; .0141 .21; .1078
.60; .0171 .55; .0206 .56; .0183
Eight processors
.06; .0167 .32; .1296 .30; .1206
.52; .0119 .32; .2371 .38; .1971
.16; .0238 .29; .0420 .25; .0968
.41; .0083 .56; .0249 .58; .0158
Twelve processors
.43; .0614 .32; .1204 .30; .1077
.64; .0308 .33; .2638 .38; .2289
.43; .0509 .29; .0429 .25; .0929
.64; .0235 .55; .0360 .58; .0308

Whs̄
rDr

rDc ,

.32; .1109
.33; .1812
.29; .0299
.55; .0126

.28; .0968
.36; .1576
.21; .1075
.55; .0222

.32; .1184
.33; .2465
.29; .0372
.56; .0920

.29; .0949
.37; .2079
.24; .0922
.57; .0838

.32; .1240
.32; .2449
.29; .0394
.56; .1762

.30; .1103
.37; .2125
.25; .0918
.58; .1612

the total local subdomain size followed by the their STD for the IPM algorithm and non-weighted
hypergraph partitioning (columns IPM and nW, respectively).
Observe that IPM produces generally more balanced numbers of both D rows and columns,
which is in agreement with its goal of balancing D and D̃ columns/rows per processor. In addition,
Table 6 shows rDr and rDc for the weight scheme Whs̄ , which appears to be representative of the
other weight schemes tested and seems to be no better balanced than nW.
Section 4.2 presented some evidence (Table 4) that larger values of ∆ in weight schemes
may be more beneficial for iterative convergence. The same argument holds for the IPM algorithm
since it also distinguishes D and D̃ hyperedges as the fist step. Table 7 shows the outer iteration
(columns I0 ) numbers with the same iterative solver parameters as in Section 4.2 and with the
IPM algorithm used for partitioning. It is also interesting to note how the relative cutsizes of the
partitions Πdd and Πσσ change as ∆ increases. As seen in columns IO , this is actually beneficial
for the iterative convergence even though the “diagonal dominant” hypergraph Gdd becomes small
as ∆ increases.
For the IPM algorithm, Figure 5 shows total communication volumes CIP M = C λ (Πd ) +
C λ (Πσ ) + CB (M ), as given by Theorem 3.1, and CM C normalized by the problem sizes. CM C
is generally better except on the igbt3 problem, for which it has produced very unbalanced
partitions. (For the sake of plot scale, CM C are not presented for igbt3.) However, for 32-way
partitioning IPM results in smaller cutsizes on some threshold ∆ values. Note that, for larger
processor numbers (Figure 5(b)), larger values of ∆ yield lesser communication volume.
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Table 7: Outer iteration numbers and ratios of cutsizes, C λ (Πdd )/C λ (Πσσ ) on 8 processors when the IPM partitioning
algorithm is used with the threshold ∆ ∈ {.2, .6, .8, .9}

.2

Matrix
igbt3
2768 bjtcai
matrix 9
matrix new 3

IO
700
700
495
700

rC
6.96
7.43
94.89
255.65

.6
IO
38
56
68
66

(a)

.8
rC
.26
.48
.06
.74

IO
35
63
66
83

.9
rC
.02
.51
.07
.71

IO
36
63
69
68

rC
.002
.51
.08
.72

(b)

Figure 5: Separate partitioning techniques: Comparison of cutsize measures for ∆ ∈ {.2, .6, .8} and C λ (Π)
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5 Conclusions
We have shown that partitioning can affect convergence properties of distributed iterative solution
algorithms. In particular, for difficult linear systems, preconditioning may be more stable when
subdomains assigned to a processor are more diagonally-dominant and nodes on the interfaces are
rather small. We have shown several strategies for incorporating numerical values of the coefficient
matrix into hypergraph models by means of weights on hyperedges using the concept of weak
diagonal-dominance (D). Several weight schemes constructed show good performance on difficult
circuit device simulation matrices.
The goal of achieving a good convergence may be viewed as a complex objective function
for a partitioning algorithm and may be attained in stages: first partition to balance weak diagonal
dominance among subparts then merge the subparts. We have presented one such an algorithm
(called IPM) and showed that it balances the parts well according to the D property. In addition,
we have proved that it correctly minimizes the total communication volume when a minimum
weight matching problem is defined in a specific way on the bipartite graph of D and D̃ parts.
The proposed algorithms have been studied with respect to the threshold parameter used to classify
the hyperedges as D and D̃ and we found that larger values of this parameter are typically more
beneficial for convergence.
Our future work includes conducting large-scale experiments and using the proposed algorithms with parallel hypergraph partitioning codes, such as Zoltan.
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